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Abstract

In wake of urbanization and economic transitions, the amount of floating population in China has been increasing consistently since late 1990s [1-3]. In particular, adult migrants hailing from remotely underdeveloped regions are keeping bouncing willingness to bring along children to migrant destinations in order to receive better quality of social services, such as education. However, in comparison with local residents, migrants with non-local household registration identity (hukou in Chinese) are struggled indefinitely in receiving educational opportunity equally.

This study concentrates on compulsory educational inequality in terms of school enrolment rate to migrant students with non-local hukou identity who are eager to be members of public primary schools in Beijing, and carries out an critical examination as whether hukou policy still plays a pivotal role directly unbalancing opportunities between local and migrant students recruited by public primary schools in this captured city, which is technically regarded as the central research question of the study. Also, this study is supposed to look at whether other particular regulations at the meantime as derivatives of hukou policy diminish equal opportunities for migrants in terms of educational attainment.

The data employed were collected from first-hand materials by means of conducting semi-structured interviews and distributing surveys and second-hand documents including policy documents, governmental reports, press releases and literatures. There are three crucial findings emerged up after examinations:

1. Hukou policy is no longer directly unbalancing opportunities for students with difference hukou identities to sit in schools, its derivative named Five-certificate regulation (wuzheng in Chinese) has become an substitution
2. National College Entrance Exam (gaokao in Chinese) is another parameter in enrolment processes influencing educational choices that immigrant parents are going to make
3. In order to maximize chance to be treated fairly, majority of migrants have a behaviour of seeking social connections (guanxi in Chinese) to plough tracks for fields with better educational resources, although most of them came to nothing. This study, at the meantime, comes up with policy implication: government should take actions to diminish negative impacts of hindrances in process of hukou identity transitions both institutionally and practically.
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Introduction

This study is carried out in Beijing which is representing counterparts with similar rigid hukou policy circumstances. Undoubtedly, seeking ways to access high quality education, this has been universally viewed as a solid foundation to be social elites and to further upgrade social status [4].

According to the stats from the National Bureau of Statistics of China, the capital city possesses the largest number of higher educational institutions (with 91 in total, more than Shanghai with 67 and Guangzhou with 81 in 2015) including substantial elite institutions (with 26 labeled with “985” and “211” national project titles, comparing against Shanghai with 9 universities within same category and Guangzhou with 4 in 2015).

Around 2,020 primary and secondary schools prop up in compulsory educational system in the city, which could serve for more than 1 million students receiving basic education [5]. In this case, with regards to the grids of Combined Effect theory and Chinese educational system, especially influence from the
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National College Entrance Exam (gaokao in Chinese) policy, migrant parents are working to pave roadways for children to access reputable colleges with the best educational resources in the state since childhood. Thereby receiving compulsory education becomes the earnest wish that adult migrants have for children. In light of Chinese Compulsory Education Law and relevant policies and regulations, the higher educational institutions are supposed to set up different admission criteria to recruit more local candidates through gaokao, which is labeled as ben di sheng yuan in Chinese. Those candidates have an essential feature that they must be in residency with local hukou identity. This scenario results in two consequences:

1. Lower enrolment marks and comparatively less requirements for gaokao to enter into same categorical colleges comparing with other competitors from other regions
2. An engine pushing the increasing number of households from other regions to migrate to Beijing since periods of primary or secondary school to equally share better educational resources, more importantly, getting enough time to transit into Beijing hukou identity, which could stipulate opportunities of being recruited by prestigious universities as local student identities.

Hukou policy which was introduced in 1950s to classify citizens as rural or urban residents and constrain population mobility have experienced several periodical reforms [6]. At the latest stage, in order to work in urbanization development, public administrators came up with emerging political institutionalization instead of hukou policy to directly constrain population mobility [7]. Also, in face of the constantly increasing number of migrants, the authorities raise threshold of shifting hukou identity other than expanding and redistributing educational resources to create a more equal environment for any of children with justified rights in receiving compulsory education equally. There are a bunch of emerging regulations that can unquestionably be regarded as derivatives of hukou policy, such as Five-certificate regulation (wuzheng in Chinese), most of them are relevant to timing requisite of residency and the number of exact years on payment for local social insurance.

Reasonably, the mega-city needs to control the size of population due to its particular political purposes and functions. Nevertheless, what is necessarily critical is that as one of basic human rights, education should not be intentionally manipulated by authorities through designating and launching specific policies or regulations to distinguish different groups of people based on ethics, social identities, believes and races. Compulsory education viewed as one of fundamental public shared resources for townsfolk is being influenced tremendously by hukou policy within Chinese political regime, particularly to low-income migrants, influences from the policy is catastrophic [8]. Along with transitions of hukou policy, in fact, there is a range of difference in terms of public resources allocation and reallocating for local residents and migrants due to the disparity of hukou identities. Therefore, educational resource distribution regime falls into a backdrop in view of these rigid restrictions. Controversially, advocacies by the government to equalize public resource distribution to customers maximally seem to be opposite with policy practices. Hukou policy is being utilized as a hook not only intentionally picking up more local candidates for territory colleges, even worse this policy starts to form social stratification since childhood.

**Literature Reviews**

The tidal wave of migrant steam in China emerging up since late 1980s has reached a point in which the increasing number of young migrants settling down for years and bearing children in destinations [1-3]. According to this phenomenon, more city-born migrant children had already reached school age by 1990s [2]. Consequently, a range of issues regarding education attainment for migrant children is likely to be more crucial and controversial over a long period [1,2,9]. In the meantime, along with reformations of hukou system, arrangement of social resources has been shifted based on particular policies. Some of scholars put systematically that China has formed four social stratifications and one of them is a rural-urban divide based on residential identities since hukou restricts majority of Chinese citizens dwelling in birthplace for lifetime [10-12].

There is a range of difference in terms of social welfare distribution to local residents and migrants due to the disparity of hukou identities. Education is one of basic social welfares being impacted tremendously within the distribution regime [8]. Previously, many of studies regarding migrant issues concentrating on adult migrants [9]. As statement above, children have been one of major actors concerned performing actively during the process of population mobility [1,9]. Interestingly, some of emerging studies start focusing on issues of migrant children in terms of social welfare attainment including social insurance, healthcare services and compulsory education access [9,11,13]. According to [13], there is an invisible wall existing in China which divides the demographic society into a dual one with identity differentiation between rural and urban regions.

Students from rural regions are almost impossible to attend urban schools for compulsory education owing to limitations of hukou identities and other concerning social and political parameters [13]. Many of social policy researches highlighted that migrants from rural regions encounter difficulties in the process of population mobility before elimination of differentiation between agriculture and non-agriculture hukou identities [10,12,13].

Although some of scholars started shifting research intentions from rural migrants into those living in mega-citis. For example, [9] paid attentions on the connection between hukou identity and educational attainment for migrant children in Shanghai, there are still few studies discoursing the link between hukou system and educational attainment in Beijing, where hukou policy is being implemented far rigidly. The fundamental and straightforward reason is that the two Chinese flagship cities are endowed with entirely
disparate functions and connotations [14,15]. Considering the extraordinary political position that Beijing is performing on, the study expounded systematically to uncover comparatively objective circumstances regarding compulsory educational attainment in terms of the fact of school enrolment rate for migrant students and what particular obstacles apart from hukou policy diminish chance being recruited equally by local schools in the city.

Research Objectives

a. To examine influence of hukou policy bringing into educational sectors in terms of differentiation of school enrolment rate among students with local and non-local hukou identity.

b. To uncover impacts of hukou policy and its derivative regulations on educational equality regarded as a key dimension of social justice.

1. Research Questions and Hypothesis

Substantial social issues are coming out in destinations along with population mobility. The fundamental causation of resulting in relevant social issues is disparities of resource distribution systems [16]. Due to limitations of resources, it is necessary to prioritize stakeholders involved in specific policies when analyzing particular social phenomena. Educational resources are allocated to different regions based on several important criteria including economic development, the number of population, demands of labour market and political positions of cities. Beijing, as the midst of politics and culture in China, is universally viewed as the drogue of policy designation. Also, as the frontier of hukou policy experiment in China, the capital attracts the most controversial opinions in terms of whether the government should loosen political hoops to make more migrants particularly who are engaging in low-payment occupations live easier and promisingly.

However, facing to public appeals and the increasing number of floating population spilling into the capital city, comparing to other metropolises, Beijing has loosened little restrictions regarding immigration regulations. According to relevant literature reviews, there is a central question of this study formulated and expected to be explained:

Whether hukou policy still plays a pivotal role directly unbalancing opportunities between local and migrant students recruited by public primary schools in this captured city, particularly in terms of differentiation of school enrolment rate? In order to unveil issues and facts behind the nexus between hukou identity and school enrolment rate, there are two specific research questions formed based on the central research question:

1. What are particular social factors including family background, social status and social connection nets limiting migrant children on getting equal chance of being recruited by primary schools apart from the hukou policy?

2. How residents including local residents and migrants response to educational inequality?

What is worth highlighting is that many of elements are enable to unmask educational attainment inequality such as disparities of teaching quality distribution and learning environment and facilities [17-19]. Among those parameters, school enrolment rate is the elementary step of getting education opportunity and can comparatively easily reveal how policy impacts on education equality in the beginning of educating process. The enrolment rate in primary schools, therefore, is viewed as the factor to measure in the study to achieve research purposes.

For the sake of examination of specific questions, this research formulate a hypothesis based on human commonsense: not only hukou identity differentiation, but also other social factors including social connections and family income, harm the equality in terms of being recruited by primary schools for migrant students. According to this hypothesis, it is correspondingly straightforward to form variables involved.

Table 1: Variables involved in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Type</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Explanation in Y=aX formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent Variable(s)</td>
<td>Hukou identity</td>
<td>X(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social connections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable</td>
<td>School enrolment rate</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ design
Data Collection Techniques and Sample Size

Data employed in this study were attained through two approaches of questionnaire survey and semi-structure interview. The questionnaire survey is designed with 11 items as multiple choice questions and each question consists of two to four choices. All answers are fell into the scale of “1-4” for measurement. The survey was distributed randomly through online, in order to make analysis result reliable and objective. The online survey were expected to collect 300 to 400 samples in four months. Eventually, 332 filled online surveys were responded and valid. The amount of sampling from semi-structured interview approach was supposed to get valid responses from 15-20 family with hukou identity differentiation, lastly 15 valid responses through this approach have been reached. Each interview conducted by We Chat or telephone lasting for from 35 minutes to 1 hour with contemporaneous note-takings.

Data Analysis

Responses from online surveys were tested in regression analysis by employing SPSS. Semi-structured interviews with open questions were asked and at the meantime note-taking and vocal responses recording was used to analyse frequency of answers particularly key works of responses, concentrating on those independent variables (IVs).

Results

Findings from Regression Analysis

According to samples from the online survey, in total, migrants involved as respondents account for around 58%, and not all of them are featured as non-local hukou identity. The number of non-local hukou residents account for around 56% of those exotic people, which means that a few number of migrants involved in this research accounting around 2% have been transited into local hukou, which explicitly indicates that though there are indeed migrants who have capacity of making hukou identity transition, the number of the qualified is extremely small. Also, according to respondents, this study gets a percentage regarding family annual income, which claims that nearly 75% of migrant respondents are from comparative low-income family [Table 2].

Through employing SPSS to conduct regression analysis, the study indicates that hukou and family annual income play pivotal roles synchronously when migrant children apply for local primary schools, and the P-value significance (featured with 0.005) of hukou identity and family annual income are 0.000 and 0.016, respectively, which both are far smaller than 0.05. While the P-value significance of social connection (featured with 0.655) is much bigger than 0.05, which indicates that social connections have a weak relevance with school enrolment rate. In other word, social connection seems to be unimportant or indirect in terms of impacting on results of school enrolment rate to migrant children [Table 3].

According to the figures shown on the table, the hypothesis is partly supported apart from social connections comparing with other two influential factors are not making a difference in the process of school admission for migrant students. The causation resulting in this situation consists of either inadequacy of social connections or exploit in wrong approaches. This finding also has been indicated in interviews as bellow.

Findings from Semi-structured interviews

According to the central research specific research questions, there are several common responses from interviewees based on real-life experiences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Figures</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Migrants</td>
<td>193 out of 332 respondents</td>
<td>58.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hukou identity</td>
<td>186 out of 193 without Beijing hukou</td>
<td>56.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income in Family without Beijing hukou</td>
<td>144 out of 193 lower than 250K (currency in RMB)</td>
<td>74.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Characteristics of respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hukou identity</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>4.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family annual income</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>-0.238</td>
<td>-2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social connections</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Regression analysis through coefficient model.
i. “It is still and even much tougher to transit into Beijing hukou, since there are a dozen of additional requirements which need to be fulfilled before you are endowed rights with hukou identity transition application (i.e. no less than 15 years successive dwelling, successive payment of personal income tax, and private commercial tenantment, etc.).”

ii. “Emerging administrative regulations such as ‘Five-certificate’ which have already been the most considerable elements when migrant parents send children to local schools supersede hukou as more active parameters.”

iii. “Most of interviewees without local hukou tried to make use of social connections to change hukou identity. Majority of them failed in the process but only one interviewee succeeded since her husband is working for a State-owned company (SOE for short) which offers ample local hukou quota for employees and their family members. Although her child is featured as local students, they also outlaid many on it.”

iv. “Gaokao is another considerable element affecting migrant parents consider whether it is worthy to send their children to local schools even they will not be allowed sit for gaokao in Beijing, many cases indicate that migrants have to leave children behind which forms another severe social issue called left-behind kids.”

v. “Majority of interviewees are quite passive to argue against the government even though their benefits are being harmed by certain policies.”

Conclusion
Generally, this study indicates that migrant children are still extremely hard to get enough and equal opportunities to sit in local public primary schools. Even though most of them have tried or are planning to develop or use social connections to achieve the goal. Comparative lower income and inadequacy of social connections in the city, as what disclosed according to findings, most migrant family came to nothing. In addition, Gaokao is another staple element affecting decisions migrants need to make. Unquestionably, students can receive better education and have larger chance to be recruited by top universities in Beijing. Most of interviewees in this study claimed that they do not want children to spend nine years in private schools and cost much on compulsory education for impossibility of sitting for gaokao as Beijing’s candidates. Majority of migrant children need to return to hometown for education and live with grandparents, which results in a severe social issue: left-behind children, which synchronously exists with empty-nest elderly.

Besides, many respondents concerned in the study are passive to express political opinions either through informal means such as social media or formal reviews to authorities concerned. Reasons resulting in such a quite environment of public engagement are diverse including political pressure, national educational system and stereotype of opinion expression and culture norms. This study implicates that the government is expected to take responsibilities of developing an open-access platform to encourage public opinions to engage in process of policymaking. Also what the central government needs to consider is not only balance population among regions, but also equalize basic public resources to assure a more balanced social system.
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